


 embraced the challenge of transforming a new-build New York triplex into a
curated, customized space for an art-collecting couple with a blended family. Top: In the
living room, a Joan Mitchell painting hangs over the mantel and an 
sculpture from , is displayed by the window. See  of
the project on The Study.

designer Wesley Moon first surveyed it, it bore all the earmarks of its newness.

“It was brand-new construction, a white box with no moldings,” recalls Moon, noting, moreover, that

“the ceilings had beams everywhere, the HVAC units were randomly placed, the kitchen looked

dated and suburban, and the bathrooms had ugly little Chiclet tiles.” His clients, who purchased the

unit before construction was complete, “realized the quality wasn’t at the level they wanted,” Moon

says, “and were willing to spend what it took to get there.”

But his job didn’t end there. The homeowners

— he owns a biotech investment fund and she

runs a philanthropic foundation — envisioned

a “townhouse in the sky” to accommodate

their blended family of six, and to achieve this

they had purchased the second apartment, a

two-bedroom unit in the building next door

that lined up almost exactly with the top level

of the triplex.

Joining two apartments in separate buildings

is difficult but not impossible for a designer as

capable and experienced as the Atlanta-born

Moon: After graduating with a degree in

architecture from Georgia Tech and a degree

in interior design from The American

InterContinental University in Buckhead, he

worked for Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and

Martha Stewart (designing the interiors of

Martha Stewart–branded model homes) in

New York before launching his own practice

in 2008.

“We broke through a heavy concrete shearing

wall to the adjoining building in two

locations,” says the designer, who partnered

with Camille Martin-Thomsen, of Brooklyn-based TCM Studios, the project’s architect of record. “It

took a lot of filing, engineering and heavy steel. All I did was not take no for an answer.”

That, and design impressive spaces. Over a period of a year and a half, he rebuilt the first apartment’s

existing straight-run staircase to made it more glamorous and graceful, created a sumptuous

kitchen, completely redid the two master bathrooms and fashioned elegant suites for both husband

and wife, each of which includes a bathroom, dressing room and home office. He also cleaned up the

developer’s irregular ceilings, hid HVAC grills and other mechanicals and spared no expense on

bespoke decorative details.

Most of the artworks in the finished apartment came from the clients’ existing collection, but all the

furnishings and decorative objects were new purchases, many from such 1stdibs dealers as Maison

Gerard, Valerie Goodman and FJ Hakimian. A large percentage of the furniture and built-ins are of

Moon’s own design. “My clients are collectors who understand the importance of decorative art,” he
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says. “Nearly everything is custom or artisan made.”

Another key element of the project was the creation of three terraces (one on each floor): There’s a

wraparound terrace connecting the living room and kitchen areas, another off the master bedroom

and a third known as “the kids’ terrace,” which together add 5,000 square feet of outdoor living

space.
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The intriguingly curated entry hints at the variety of decorative arts to follow. It contains a

curvaceous wall-hung console by contemporary Brazilian designer Arthur Casas, a Moon-designed

bronze bench with striped hair-on-hide cowskin upholstery, onyx and bronze sconces by French

https://www.1stdibs.com/creators/arthur-casas/furniture/





































